Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Assignment 3

1. One should avoid following attributions to use decision making:-
   - Over planning
   - Buying into emotions
   - Both A and B
   - Neither A nor B
   
   Accepted Answers: Both A and B

2. Select the two attributes which help in handling decisions effectively:-
   - Budget habits
   - A / 1 then technology
   - De-motivating
   - Both A and B
   
   Accepted Answers: Both A and B

3. The "Five Whys" technique in making decision helps in:-
   - Simplicity things
   - To uncover the sources of a person
   - Decision making
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Both B and C

4. Which of the following statements are true regarding decision making?
   - Having too many options can lead to confusion
   - Distinguish between an ample and intelligent decision
   - Eliminate impractical ideas
   - All of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: All of the above

5. Select the structures less method which help in bridging space between creative thoughts and universal intelligence.
   - Time management
   - Brain meditation
   - Leadership skills
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: All of the above

6. Which of these are the best pronunciation attributes to be focused on?
   - Focus on reading and listening
   - Dominate before speaking
   - Interact in detail
   - All of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Focus on reading and listening

7. Which are the important elements of pronunciation to be taken care of?
   - Stress on words
   - Building vocabulary
   - Both A and B
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Both A and B

8. Which of the following methods should be avoided for effective pronunciation?
   - Use of simplified words
   - Understanding
   - Avoiding thick foreign accent
   - All of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: All of the above

9. What are the common bases in creative problem solving?
   - Conformity biases
   - Self-serving biases
   - Belief biases
   - All of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: All of the above

10. What are the brain planning biases?
    - Synthesis
    - Decision making
    - Cluster thinking
    - Both A and C
    
    Accepted Answers: Both A and C
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